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Research has shown that art can play a significant role in promoting
health. Benefits of an artwork program include de-stressing
patients, creating less institutional-feeling hospitals, creating positive
distractions for visitors and patients, adding interest in back-of-house
areas for staff, and bringing your community together. Simply put, art
can make the viewer feel better.
The following article details ways you can successfully integrate art
into your hospital, whether you are just considering an art program
or are looking to refresh your existing program. From using art to
provide a focal point in navigating a hospital, to adding interest and
detail, the ideas shared here can help transform your health care
environment into a healing experience.

The Difference Between Art and Interior Design
We are often asked, “What is the difference between an artwork
program and interior design?” Every space has a basic interior
design – the design which finishes the architecture of the space.
The finishes include details such as paint, wallcovering, flooring,
ceiling and lighting. However, art helps add the finishing touches
which help bring a space to life. It’s used to enhance and
complement the interior and exterior design.
While art and interior design are two different means to create an
experience, it is important to understand that the relationship between
art and interior design is not something where one starts and one
stops – but rather, when done correctly, it is a seamless transition.
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Determining a Budget
When assessing an existing or new artwork program, one of the
first steps is to define a budget. There are two ways that a budget
can be defined depending on the project type:
1.

A new building project, from the ground up

2. A renovation with minor building changes,
but spaces that need to be “refreshed”

If you have a new building project, you will most likely be working
with an architectural or design firm who can help you balance your
art budget with the overall project budget. Typically, firms use a
ballpark estimate in the range of $1.00 to $3.00 per square foot.
The range is dependent on your facility’s overall project budget,
your commitment to an expansive art collection and whether you
want original or poster art.
The overall square footage takes into account all spaces needed for
a building project, from toilet rooms and linen closets to corridors
and waiting spaces. You will still need to prioritize where you
want to place art so you can most effectively impact the healing
environment.
It is also important to note that this ballpark estimate includes the
cost of the art, framing of the art and the installation. And this would
include the fees for an art consultant, should you choose to use one.
Most consultants and frame shops make their design fees directly
off of the framing costs, so there may not be an additional design
fee for the consultant.
To leverage budget costs, you can also engage with artists who
want to be part of the art collection. They are often willing to
negotiate costs. There are also opportunities for generous donations
from families/artists who have had wonderfully positive experiences
at your hospital and want to give back.
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In the case of a renovation project, a more detailed upfront
assessment of your spaces must be completed in order to
determine a budget. The first step is to identify locations where you
want to place art that will be the most impactful to the patients or
visitors. Taking care to prioritize the most impactful locations will
help define and guide your budget. For example, behind a reception
desk, you may want one commissioned piece or an original piece
of art. At prominent waiting spaces or main destinations, you may
want original art or at least limited edition prints. In consult or exam
spaces, you may want poster art.
Next, you can identify the costs of each individual art piece. To help
explain this, we used an example with ballpark estimates, but these
are good guidelines for budgeting purposes:
•

Commissioned art, which is art that you customize with the
artist to integrate with your color palette or to be of a specific
subject matter, can range from $5,000-$15,000.

•

Original art can range from $1,500-$10,000.

•

Limited edition art, which is a limited number of prints that
have been run off of an original, can range from $500-$3,000.

•

Print or poster art can range from $100-$500.

Remember to take into account the art piece itself, framing costs
and the installation. Installation can be done by an art consultant or
a local framer.

More than 700 pieces
of artwork done by local
artists are part of the
art collection at Martha
Jefferson Hospital.
Here, a colorful wall
covering helps to
accentuate simple pieces
in the dining spaces.
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Determining the Size of Your Art Program
Many art programs are broken into groups by size of facility.
Following are recommendations to consider depending on the size
of your program.
We recommend that a large facility work with an art consultant.
A skilled consultant is an expert at building an art program and has
access to a large variety of artists and extensive resource libraries.
Typically consultant services also include framing and installation,
therefore acting as a single source for your project. When choosing
a consultant, it is especially important to work with consultants who
are experienced in both health care and evidence-based design.
These skilled consultants have already chosen appropriate art from
the vast number of options and are knowledgeable about what is and
is not appropriate for a health care setting.

When choosing a
consultant, it is
especially important to
work with consultants
who are experienced in
both health care and
evidence-based design.

Both small and large health care settings can greatly benefit from
an internal “champion.” Find out if you have an employee who is
passionate about art. Often, staff members are amateur artists,
whether in pottery, painting or photography. Therefore, an artwork
program champion is a role that they are familiar with and find
incredibly meaningful and fulfilling. Internal champions act as the
voice of art committees to help set the standards and help keep the
intent of the program true to its mission. Another option is to include
these skilled employees as a part of the art team either, by way of
serving on an art selection committee or taking an active role in a
revolving art program at your hospital.
When determining art content, strike a balance between
complementary and diversified art. To achieve this, some facilities
choose to have a theme, while others pick an overall vision, for
example “nature and healing.” It is not necessary to overemphasize
developing a theme or vision; however, it is important to develop
a program that strikes a comfortable balance between diversity
and overall composition. If your artwork is too diverse, it will feel
disjointed and confusing in the space. On the other hand, if it’s too
similar, such as nothing but muted landscapes, you’ll lose the interest
of the viewer and run the risk of becoming overlooked.
Also, it is important for a small program to be mindful of the location
of artwork. Location impacts budget. To get the most out of your
budget, high-impact art in strategic locations is vital.
Finally, when working on renovating an existing facility, be sure to
evaluate the current art program and make decisions on what pieces
are appropriate going forward. Many hospitals have existing art that
can find a home in your program which saves money to be used on
future artwork.
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Blending Architecture, Interior Design
and Artwork
When initiating an art program, a facility’s architecture can support
and help determine which pieces to choose. Exterior and interior
design can inspire your artwork options, helping to drive and
strengthen your overall design concepts.
Architecture can greatly influence artwork’s location. For example,
a recent client had the opportunity to impact the architecture with
appropriate art in a two-story lobby. We intentionally reserved space
above a fireplace for a vertical art installation. A 17-foot painting by a
local artist who was inspired by a nearby arboretum was selected.
The result is a truly impactful first impression which creates a homelike feel and a sense of calm.
It is important to note that your selections should complement
the tone of your facility. For example, a balance between a fairly
contemporary interior architectural space may be given a human
scale by adding warmth and color. When executed properly, even
a modern clinical space can achieve a “living room” feeling without
sacrificing the proportions of the architecture.
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Incorporating Evidence-Based Design
as a Roadmap
Evidence-based design research is a wonderful tool that provides
a guideline for proven, impactful outcomes in health care
environments. Evidence-based design is the process of basing
decisions on credible research to achieve the best outcomes.
Research shows a strong link between artwork in health care
environments and its positive effects on patient clinical outcomes.
A 2003 research study by Robert Ulrich and Planetree’s Laura Gilpin
summarized the following health outcomes: Shortened lengths of
stay, less pain medication, lower blood pressure and heart rate,
perceived lower wait times, enhanced wayfinding and even greater
comprehension and compliance with medical procedures by patients.
Another study produced a processing fluency theory which states
that, the easier the patient can process an object or subject in art,
the more positive his/her response is to that artwork. Nature art
is an extremely powerful example of this, because nature images
are more easily processed visually, especially when in a high-stress
environment. This, in turn, produces positive responses to the art,
therefore lowering the stress reaction.
The 2003 study suggests the following guidelines for appropriate
art content in health care settings:
Subject Matter that reflects:
• Calm waterscapes and landscapes
• Healthy and fresh flowers
• Figurative art with emotionally healthy faces
• Elements of nature
Color:
• Art with color that is lively; not too dark, dismal,
hazy, or foreboding
Medium:
• Diverse– oils, acrylics, watercolors all have different
qualities. Additionally, using fabric art, or etched
glass, contributes great textural interest.
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Choosing the Location
Selecting the right location for art is important and depends greatly
on the subject matter. It’s about putting art where it has the
greatest impact.
•

Water images are extremely calming, but placing these in
Radiology areas where patients may need to have a full bladder
for a test, is not ideal.

•

Placement should also take into consideration the sightlines of
patients. For example, a woman receiving a mammogram will
view art one side at a time. A man in Radiology may see art
standing up or laying down.

•

Public spaces are great locations for art, but consider where
patients are the most scared and where families need the most
comfort. These spaces are smaller, more intimate and deeper
into the health care environment. They should be treated just as
sincerely as the main lobby.

Some believe that abstract art has no place in a health care setting.
However, if there is some aspect to the abstract piece that allows
the viewer to see other positive images – such as soft lines that look
like waves, interesting shapes that are representative of something
recognizable – it can be quite successful. The key is to place more
abstract pieces in appropriate locations, such as public areas or
waiting areas that have a variety of art pieces in them.
This MRI room features
a nature-themed backlit panel
to help ease anxiety for patients

An art program can also play an important role in wayfinding.
Distinct public art in key locations, described as Landmark Art,
should support your hospital’s wayfinding strategy. Landmark Art
fulfills two functions. One, it serves as a logical meeting place for
those who are looking to connect with others, and two, it helps
people navigate through a facility. For example, a floor graphic
located at a nurse’s station aids patients and visitors to find that
location within the patient wing.
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Building an Art Program
Once you define your budget, determine your approach to a large
or small program, and understand the evidence-based guidelines,
you can start selecting art.
For lack of a better term, a basic art program consists of wall art
in the form of paintings or posters, framed consistently throughout.
Again, art can be original, limited edition prints or mass production,
such as poster art.

One place to start is
to determine if you
want your program
to have a theme ... it
will influence every
piece you select.

Poster art offers thousands, if not millions, of potential artwork
options. These are mass-produced images of a huge variety of
subject matter. Poster art is a great affordable solution and can be
unique, but requires a bit of work to find pieces that are different and
unique to your facility rather than the same piece seen in doctor’s
offices and hospitals across the country.
First, determine if you want your program to have a theme.
A theme will influence every piece you select, whether it is framed
art, sculpture or another medium. One excellent example
of a themed art program is Aurora Women’s Pavilion in West
Allis, Wisconsin. Aurora’s Regional Director had a strong vision in
which the theme of the art program spoke to “Women in Healing
Relationships.” Together, we purposely avoided art depicting women
in stereotypical roles, instead choosing pieces showing women in
a variety of settings. Every piece of art was measured against this
theme to ensure the art program was consistent and stayed true to
the overall vision.
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Thinking Beyond Picture Frames
When initiating your art program, think about art not only in terms
of what is located on the walls, but also what opportunities are
available for three-dimensional pieces. If you are engaged in a new
building project, discuss with your design team how to explore
spaces in three dimensions, such as ceilings, floors, architectural
features and exterior conditions, for opportunities for art. All
surfaces can be considered your “canvas.” If you are not currently
engaged in a new building project, look around your facility with
fresh eyes and see what opportunities may be present that allow for
sculpture or niches for vessels and pottery that would enhance your
environment and your current art program.
Examples include:
Digitally converting a painting onto a wallcovering.
A wallcovering can be scrubbable and much more favorable from
an infection control standpoint, so you can put beautiful artwork
in an intense procedure space where patients are typically feeling
intimidated and stressed.
Sculpture. Often, sculptures are placed outdoors and can be
visible from both patient spaces and waiting areas for families.
A three dimensional piece allows you to view something slightly
different from each angle and is intriguing to the viewer.
Decorative pottery. For example, securing decorative bowls to the
wall creates interesting three-dimensional shadows.
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Art to Engage the Senses
Typically, art programs rely on the visual sense – something
to look at while waiting. In your facility, think about how your
art program can engage other senses as well. Is there a way
to incorporate sound? Lighting? Could the user interact with the
art – the sense of touch? All these factors help contribute to art
in a healing environment. The sensory experiences help people
feel removed from the rigors of hospital life – whether you’re an
employee, patient or visitor – giving people a place to read, explore,
relax or just to have a quiet conversation.

St. Mary’s Hospital Winter Garden

One example of creating a sensory experience through art is the
Winter Garden at St. Mary’s Hospital in Madison, Wisconsin.
The Winter Garden is literally the space between the old exterior
façade and a new addition, acting as a bridge between old and new.
With the hospital, we had the opportunity to design decorative
features and sculpture very personal to the location. This space
serves as an outlet for those spending time at the hospital, allowing
them to get away from a health care setting without having to leave
the building. The space was intentionally designed to impact the
senses through the sound of water via a water feature, skylights,
special lighting and sculpture that can be touched. All these sensory
experiences help people feel removed from the emotional discomfort
of hospital life.
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Engaging Local Artists
The artist community in your hospital area can have a major impact
on your art program. This approach can be beneficial on projects
for several reasons. From an overall project standpoint, using local
artists aids in keeping projects sustainable and on budget. From a
project culture perspective, local artisans engage the surrounding
community, raising awareness and momentum for your project
that can aid in philanthropic efforts. Many times, local artists act as
marketers for your art program. Additionally, when communities
know that their local health care facility purposefully incorporated art
from the surrounding area, they view the hospital as a destination in
that community residents view their hospital as a place for residents
to view local artists’ works in addition to receiving health care.

Art to Create a Healing Experience
All artwork which is incorporated into health care projects should
ultimately be driven by a common goal: to aid in creating a healing
experience. Wherever possible, try to bring beauty and positive
distractions into the most anxiety-producing places of a health
care environment.
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Kahler Slater Health Care
Smart Thinking. Beautiful Results.
When has health care ever been more challenging? Smarter, faster,
leaner, better clinical outcomes, higher patient satisfaction scores,
intense market competition – this is what our health care clients are
facing every day.
Our health care team enthusiastically partners with clients to face
the future by designing health care experiences that are forward
thinking, highly efficient and beautifully differentiating.
Smart thinking. Beautiful results!
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For further information, please contact Kahler Slater
authors, Jessica Dellenbach at 414-290-3723
or jdellenbach@kahlerslater.com, or Debbie Cerra
at 608-227-7221 or dcerra@kahlerslater.com.

111 West Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53203
P 414-272-2000
www.kahlerslater.com

